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INTRODUCTION

Of the Hokan languages, Yana would seem to be one of the most,
if not the most, specialized, particularly in grammatical respects.
Thus, unlike other Hokan languages, it is completely lacking in pre-
fixes. Moreover, it seems to possess a far more elaborate apparatus
of derivative suffixes than any of the others. At present published
information on the morphology of most of the iokan languages is too
scanty to make a comparative study of Yana morphology very profit-
able. On the other hand, there is already enough lexical material
accessible to justify a comparative review of the lexical evidence for
the inclusion of Yana in the Hokan stock. The Hokan languages, or
groups of languages, recognized in this paper are Shasta-Achomawi,
Chimariko, Karok, Yana, Pomo, Esselen, Yuman, Salinan, Chumash,
Seri, and Chontal. Salinan and Chumash are at present of more
doubtful i -Ilusion than the others. I hope, however, to have helped
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to dispel this doubt by data presented in the course of the following
pages.

The following table shows the source of the material used in the
present study.

TABULATION SHOWING THE PROVENIENCE OF THE MATERIAL USED IN THE FOLLOWING PAGES

The order of groups is geographical from north to south. Karok, Shasta, Achomawi,
Atsugewi, Mohave, and Dieguenio forms marked (K) are from manuscript material
made accessible by Dr. Kroeber. Achomawi forms marked (S) are from a vocabulary
obtained by the writer in 1907. Karok, Shasta, and Achomawi forms marked (G) are
from manuscript loaned by Mr. E. W. Gifford. Salinan forms marked (M) are from
Dr. J. A. Mason 's manuscript notes.

Language
groups

Karok

Shasta-
Achomawi

Dialects

Shasta

Achomawi
Atsugewi

Chimariko .-----
Yana Northern

Central
Southern2

Pomo Northern
Central
Southern
Southwestern
Southeastern
Eastern
Northeastern

Esselen . .
Salinan
Chumash San Luis Obispo

Santa Ynez

Santa Barbara
Santa Cruz
San Buenaventura

Yuman Mohave

Dieguenio

Tonto

Seri
Chontal

Yuma
Cocopa
Maricopa
Walapai
Kiliwi
Cochimi

Abbreviated as

Shas.

Ach.
Ats.
Chim.
N. Yana
C. Yana
S. Yana
N. Pomo
C. Pomo
S. Pomo
S. W. Pomo
S. E. Pomo
E. Pomo
N. E. Pomo

Chum. (S. L. 0.)
Chum. (S. Yn.)

Chum. (S. Bar.)
Chum. (S. Cruz)
Chum. (S. Buen.)
Moh.

Dieg.

Coc.
Mar.
Wal.

Chon.

Forms quoted from'
Kroeber, 1910, pp. 427-435; Dixon
and Kroeber, 1913, pp. 649-655

Dixon, 1905, pp. 213-217; Dixon,
1910, pp. 337-338

Ibid.
Ibid.
Dixon, 1910, pp. 293-380
Sapir manuscript
Ibid.
Ibid.
Barrett, 1908, pp. 7-330
boid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.; Kroeber, 1911b, pp. 427-435
Ibid.
Kroeber, 1904, pp. 49-68
Kroeber, 1904, pp. 43-49
Kroeber, 1910, pp. 265-271
Kroeber, 1904, pp. 31-43; Kroeber,

1910, pp. 265-271
Kroeber, 1910, pp. 265-271
Ibid.
Ibid.
Kroeber, 1911, pp. 45-96; Gatschet,

1877, pp. 365-418
Kroeber and Harrington, 1914, pp. 177,

178; Gatschet, 1877, pp. 177-178
Hewitt, 1898, pp. 299-344; Gatschet,

1877, pp. 365-418
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibnd.
Hewitt, 1898, pp. 299-344
Kroeber, 1915, pp. 279-290

The phonetic orthographies of the various authorities cited have
been left unchanged, and are explained in the original sources. Stress-

1 See bibliography.
2 The Yahi subdialect is meant. The material was obtained from Ishi.
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accents, however, have been omitted. The system used for Yana in
this paper is identical with that employed in my Yana Texts, except
that the glottal catch is rendered by an apostrophe ('). In all but a
few cases duly noted, the Yana forms quoted are in the Central dialect.

RADICAL ELEMENTS
1. Yana ' a- "woman goes"

Chim. -a- "to go "
2. Yana adai-ri, adai-, -dai-, da "that"

Kar. ta adverbial participle preposed to verb forms, defined as indicating
"probably indefinite or imperfect time" (e.g., ta-ni-aho "I have come,"
literally perhaps "at that [time] -I-come")

C. Pomo te-ya "those people" (-ya is personal plural; e.g., E. Pomo hiba-ya
' persons, " cela-ya ' young men ' )

Sal. t-, t-- article agglutinated as prefix to many nouns (e.g., t'-ulet "teeth,"
cf. t'm-ulet " thy teeth "; t'a-m-lamxat " thy food, " cf. lamxat " food ")

Chum. t- article agglutinated as prefix to certain nouns (e.g., S. L. 0. t-axa
"bow," cf. S. Yn., S. Bar., San Buen. ax; S. L. 0. t-awa "moon," cf.
S. Yn., S. Bar. awai); S. Bar. i-te "this," S. Cruz tuyu "this"

Seri i-tam "he, that" (cf. Chum. i-te above)
3. Yana -'ala-, with diminutive consonantism -'ana- "child," occurring only

in compounds: wa- 'ala-mari 'mi "girl" (literally "sit-child-woman";
cf. wa- "to sit" [sing. subj.], mari'mi "woman"); wa-'ana-isi "boy"
(literally " sit-child-man '); yai- 'ala-p !diwi "girls" (literally ''sit-child-
women2"; cf. yai- "sit" [plur. subj.], p !udiwi "women" syncopated
to -p!diwi)

N. E. Pomo jila- " child," occurring in compounds: itla-bike "boy" (liter-
ally "child-man"; cf. bike "man"); fila-dake "girl" (literally "child-
woman"; cf. dake "woman")

3a. S. Yana 'a' djuwi "mother 's mother, woman 's daughter 's child" (for -wi
cf. 'amawi, no. 4; 'awdwi "'father's father, man's son's child")

Shas. (G) atci-di "mother's mother, woman's daughter 's child" (perhaps
related to atcu "older sister"; for -di cf. ani-di "stepmother" as com-
pared with ani " mother"); Ach. (G) atcu-n ' mother 's mother, woman's
daughter 's child "

4. S. Yana 'amaw "father 's mother, woman 's son's child"
Shas. (G) am6 " father's mother, woman's son's child"; Ach. (G) amu-n

" father 's mother, woman 's son 's child "
Chim. himo-lla-(i) " (my) grandson' (also 'nephew, niece''; -Ila- is dimin-

utive)
Pomo ma "paternal grandmother": N. Pomo ami-ma; C. Pomo ma-tse;

E. Pomo ma-tsaa; S. Pomo a-ma-tsen; S. W. Pomo mama-n (reduplicated);
S. E. Pomo im-ma; N. E. Pomo ma-tce-dai "paternal grandfather,"
ma-tei-dai " paternal grandmother"

Chum. (ma-k-)ama "(my) grandchild"; (ma-k-)mama "(my) paternal
grandparent "

Sal. (M) ama' " paternal grandparent "; t-emak " grandchild "
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5. Yana 'ambi- ''who "
Chim. awvi-lla " who"
E. Pormo am "who? what?"

6. Yana 'ap'sa "sky "
Ess. imita "sky"
Sal. I-em "sky''2a
Chum. al-apa "sky" (S. Yn., S. Bar.); hal-acpai (S. Buen.)
Moh. ammaya "sky"; Dieg. ammai
Chon. emaa "sky"
Seri ami-me "sky"

7. Yana 'au-na "fire" (-na is absolute noun suffix)
Shas. dwa "wood" (perhaps originally "fire-wood"; "fire" and "fire-

wood" are often indicated in American languages by a single term or
by closely related words, e.g., Takelma p 'i "fire, firewood"); New
River Shasta (ga-) 'au "wood" (for prefixed ga- cf. ga- 'ats "water"
and ye- 'ic "'man I ); Ats. ahawi " wood '

Chim. hau-na "tinder" (literally probably "fire-wood"; -na is suffixed to
nouns referring to plants)

Ess. a-nix " fire" (for noun suffix -nex, -nix cf. masia-nex " heart," katus-nex
"mouth ")

Sal. (M.) t-a'aue " fire "
Moh. a'auva "fire"; Dieg. a-ua; Yuma ow; Kiliwi a-au

8. Yana ba- primary verb stem in certain verbs of "calling" (e.g., ba-ts'ie di-'a-
"to shout"; ba-wau- " to call on people to come"; ba-bil-mits'i- " to
call people together from all over"; ba-djiba- "to call by messenger at
every place")

Chim. -pa-, -patci- " to say"
E. Pomo ba- in verbs of "telling" (e.g., ba-tsan " to preach"; ba-yi " to

teach "; ba-t'a " to tell "; ba-qo " to tell "
9. Yana badjal- "to be big"

C., S. Pomo bate "large"; S. W. Pomo ba'te; E. Pomo baten; S. E. Pomo
batenek

10. Yana badjai-'i "manzanita bush" (-'i "tree," see no. 59); badjai-na
"manzanita berry"

Ach. (S) badjicu 'la "manzanita"; baedja "black manzanita"
Sal. (M) pate ax, pat akI" manzanita"

11. Yana bai- "one"
Ess. pek " one I

Chumash (S. Yn., S. Bar.) paka "one"; (S. Buen.) paket
12. Yana bama " sinew I

Shas. imme (K) "sinew" (probably assimilated from *ipme); Ach. (K)
pim; Ats. (K) ippiu (probably assimilated from *ipmi-u)

13. Yana ba'ni- "to be full "
E. Pomo madi "to fill tight, jam"; minamI"to be full, fill"
Sal. (M, quoting Sitjar) apeaoyn(e) "to be full"

14. Yana basi "meat" (cf. ba- "deer)"?)
N., E., S. W. Pomo bice "meat"; C. Pomo pice; S. Pomo bece; S. E. Pomo

bexe; N. E. Pomo bese. These Pomo forms also mean "deer"
Sal. (M) p!ac "elk"

2a According to Dr. Mason, however, there is "no evidence whatsoever that
lemr 'above, sky' can be analyzed into I-em."
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15. Yana bat'-ptal- "to be flat"
N. Pomo bado "flat "

16. Yana bawd'la "tongue" (possibly from *babd'la, ef. -wal- as incorporated
postvocalic form of bal- "mouth"); bal-la "mouth" (assimilated from
*bal-na)

Kar. (K) apri "tongue"
Shas. ehena "tongue" (from *epena); Ach. (S) ip li
Chim. h-ipen " tongue "
N. Pomo ba, haba "tongue"; C. Pomo haiiba; E., S. E. Pomo bal; S. Pomo

hibaa; S. W. Pomo haba; N. E. Pomo higiba
Sal. (M) ipaL, epaL "tongue"
Chum. (S. Yn., S. Bar., S. Buen.) eleu "tongue"
Moh. ipalya "tongue"
Seri ipL ' tongue '
Chon. ipaL "tongue"

17. Yana ban-di- " (coal) falls, round hard object bounds" (-di- probably iden-
tical with local verb suffix -di-, -ri- "down")

Chim. -man- " to fall'
E. Pomo ban "to throw a round object, put"

18. Yana bW- "it is so and so which, who"; probably demonstrative in origin
("that" of reference), as indicated by its non-employment of verbal
-si- suffix in present time (contrast dewai-si-ndja "I see" with be- 'nidja
"it is I who," with which such verbalized nouns as k !uwi-ndja "I am
medicine-man" agree in form); be- 'nidja, e.g., must originally have
meant "that-I (-am"); there are only three or four verb stems (of
"being") in Yana whose present tense lacks -si-; this peculiarity of
form is probably to be explained as due to their being verbalized dem-
onstrative pronouns (cf. na- and u-, nos. 94 and 132)

Kar. pa demonstrative pronoun indicating reference; compounded in pa-ipa
" this ' and pa-iku " that"

Chim. pd-mut, pd-ut " that "
E. Pomo ba general demonstrative pronoun "that, the"; compounded in

u-ba, me-ba "that"; its similarity in usage to Yana be- is indicated by
such constructions as mWp ba hikiba "he (is) the-one-who it-did"

Sal. (San Antonio) pe " that"
19. Yana b 'na- "to eat (mush) with hands"

E. Pomo bili "to suck, eat mush"
20. Yana bui- " to kick "; bu-ri- " man dances " (-ri- " down "; bu-ri- literally

"to foot down"); Yana bui- is probably verbalized from old noun stem
*bu- " foot" (cf. Yana bai- " to hunt deer" from ba- " deer"; Chim. -pen-
"to lick" as denominative verb from -ipen- " tongue")

Chim. h-upo " foot "
21. Yana bui-na "black bear"

Ats. (K) piriki " grizzly"
N. Pomo blta "bear"; S., S. W. Pomo bfita-ka; C. Pomo pta-ka; E. Pomo

bHira-kal; S. E. Pomo bete-kal
22. Yana da- " to jump; to fly"

Chim. -tu- " to fly "; -tudu- " to jump "
23. Yana dal-la "hand" (assimilated from *dal-na), diminutive dan-

Ach. (S) il 'I " hand " (perhaps assimilated from *itli, syncopated from
*itali; ef. ipt Ni "tongue" from older *ipali, no. 16)
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Chim. -teni "hand" (e.g., xuli-teni "left hand"); h-itcan-ka "fingers";
h-itan-pu " arm " (for -pu cf. Chum. pu "arm, hand"); traneh " five";
h-itra, h-ita " hand, finger "

N., C., S. Pomo tana "hand"; S. E. Pomo a'tan
Seri inoL "I hand "

(Yuman *isal, e.g. Moh. isalya and Wal. sal, is probably not related; cf.
Pomo ical " arm ")

24. Yana dat '- " to be much, many"
Chim. eta, hitat " many"; -tan " lot of" (noun suffix)

25. Yana de- "to cut off hair, peel bark"
Chim. -tra- " to tear "
E. Pomo dak "to split"

26. Yana de- primary verb stem in certain verbs of "seeing" and "knowing"
(e.g., de-wai- " to see"; de-djiba- "to know ')

Chim. -trahu- " to know"
27. N. Yana det- (probably from den-) "to mash (choke-berries), shell (corn)"

C. Pomo itel "to peel off"
28. Yana d6- primary verb stem in certain verbs of "removing" (e.g., d6-l 'i-sa-

"to take covering down from head"; d6-galf di- "to peel off skin");
passive form of stem, da- (e.g., da-k!au- "to be cut")

E. Pomo dop "to eut off"
29. N. Yana d6nit- " to whip, beat"

E. Pomo duli, dut " to kill" (singular object); doc " to strike"
30. Yana dja- primary verb stem in certain verbs of "eating" (e.g., dja-dut'-

" to eat much "; dja-nau- " to eat plenty "; dja-wit 'dja- "to eat fast'';
dja-lMli-p!a- "food slips down in eating")

Chim. -tcatci- " to chew"
E. Pomo tsa " to chew"

31. Yana dja- primary verb stem in certain verbs of "proceeding, moving"
(e.g., dja-sa- "string goes out"; dja-'an- "to arrive at"; dja-k !uyii-
"to move in single file"; dja-ri- "woman dances"; dja-djil- "to dance
in circle"; dja-ru- "to come down from sky")

N. Pomo tca "to run"; C. Pomo teak
32. Yana djau-na " grasshopper"

Chim. tsatu-r, tsatu-l "grasshopper" (for Yana au from aru, adu, cf. Yana
mau-, no. &O)

33. Yana djawat-tsfi "chin"
Shas. tsawvak "jaw"; Ach. tsoiwas
Chim. tsuna "'chin"

34. Yana djiman- "five"
Chim. -tcibum, -(t)cpom "five" in higher numerals (e.g., p 'un-tcibum,

p 'un-tcpom " six," literally "one plus five"; qdqi-cpom "'seven," liter-
ally "two plus five")

35. Yana dji-na "louse "
Shas. (K) teituk ''louse"'; Ats. (K) atci
Chim. tsina "wood-tick"
N., C. Pomo te "louse"; S. Pomo atc; S. W. Pomo a'tci; E. Pomo gi
Chum. elk " louse"

36. Yana dju- primary verb stem in certain verbs of "sitting, dwelling" (e.g.,
djit-kWun'&- " to sit, dwell"; S. Yana dju-k!ola-ri- " to sit")

Chim. -teu- "to lie on ground, sleep"
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37. Yana djii- " to spear salmon"
S. Pomo aca-tsu "fish-spear" (aca "fish"); N. Pomo tco-k "to shoot";

C. Pomo djo-k; S. Pomo i'tco-k; S. W. Pomo djo
38. Yana djii-ri- "tree, stick stands" (-ri- "down")

S. Pomo djotc6n "to stand"
39. Yana dju-ri- " to snow" (-ri- "down"; djaZ- possibly from *hyll-)

N., C. Pomo yuI "snow"; S. E. Pomo yul-l; S. W. Pomo i'yiu; N. E. Pomo
hu,yui; E. Pomo hfi-l; S. Pomo Nhii

40. Yana djuk !ut-ts Ii " heart "
E. Pomo tsiikiin "heart"; S. W. Pomo ts'ilkfl; S. E. Pomo tsiikiit; N. E.

Pomo tVi'kan
41. Yana djul- "to be long"

Chim. hitcun "long"; xu-itculan "short" (literally "not-longl")
42. Yana djut'a-wi "bird" (-wi is collective)

N., S. Pomo tsfta "bird"; S. W. Pomo tsi 'ta; S. E. Pomo tsiita; N. E. Pomo
tcft-ka; E. Pomo tsiya

43. Yana djitwa " jackrabbit'" (from *djuxa; for postvocalic w from x, cf. Yana
-wulu "in," no. 176, in comparison with Chim. -xun and Kar. -furu-)

Ess. tcici "rabbit" (for c, s from Hokan x, cf. asa-nax "water," no. 55;
for i from older u, cf. hoci-s "nose" from *hoxu-, in comparison with
Chim. h-oxu, Dieg. 'exu)

44. Yana e'- "to shell acorns"
Chim. ihi-tci "shelled acornsl"

45. Yana '&- primary verb stem in certain verbs of " singing" and other forms
of vocal utterance apart from normal speech (e.g., ee-lau- "to sing";
e6-ts !xaya- "to whisper"; ' e-e nai- "to sing another song"); Yana re-
perhaps from *'ehe- from Hokan *'exe- (cf. dju-hau- contracted to dju-)

Ach. es (K) "to sing"; Ats. (K) etca; Shas. (K) etc-ni; Okwanuchu Shasta
(K) isi-duk (for Shasta-Achomawi s, c, tc, ts from x, cf. nos. 53, 55, 56)

N. Pomo ke-ben "to sing"; C. Pomo ke-tcano; E. Pomo xai-nem; S. E. Pomo
xe-kolne; S. Pomo ih-min. These forms point to Hokan *(e)xe-

Chum. (S. Yn., S. Bar.) eX-petc "to sing"; (S. Cruz) xu-watc
46. Yana ga- primary verb sterm in certain verbs of "talking, speaking" (e.g.,

ga-ya- "to talk"; ga-ri- "to talk N. Yana"; ga-t'e&- "to talk S. Yana";
ga-witceui- "'to tell a lie"; gd-ts!an- "'to make a speech")

Chim. -gd-, -ko- "to talk"
E. Pomo ga-nuk "to speak"

47. Yana gaddu "leg"
Shas. (K) xatis "leg "

48. Yana g&gi " crow "
N., C., E., S., S. W. Pomo kaai "crow"
Sal. (M) ckak! "crow"
Moh. aqdqa " raven"; Dieg. ax&q

48a. S. Yana gal-si " father"; C. Yana tce i-gal-la "father," vocative gai-si-na
Kar. (G) ck& "father"

49. Yana galu " arm"
E. Pomo gado- local verb prefix "on the shoulder" (for E. Pomo d from

original 1, cf. da "sun" from la)
50. Yana gamcu "clover"

Chim. kdtcu "clover"
N. Pomo kabo "clover"
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51. Yana g6- "to hear"
Chim. -ke- "to hear"

52. Yana ha' dai-, xae dai- " to dream"
E. Pomo xadum "to dream"

53. Yana haga, xaga " flint, arrowpoint"
Kar. (K) cak "arrowpoint" (from Hokan *xaka; Hokan x becomes Kar.

s, c, cf. no. 55)
Ach. sat "arrowpoint" (from *xak; for -k developing to -t, ef. also nos. 76,

127)
Chim. qi?ku "arrowpoint" (for Chim. q corresponding to Hokan x, cf. nos.

55, 133)
E. Pomo xaga "knife, " xag! a-xabe "flint-rock, obsidian," masan-xag! a

''metal (literally ''terrible knife or flint'')
Sal. (M) (i)cdk, (i)cik "'knife'"; asak!a " flint"2b

54. Yana ha'lai-, xa'lai- " to be early morning, dawn"; xalai'a " morning star"
Moh. haly 'a "moon"; Dieg. xEL-ya
Sal. (M) eexai, icxai "dawn, morning"

55. Yana ha-na, xa-na " water"
Kar. ac, ic "water" (from Hokan *a'xa); ca- in ca-ruk "towards river

(literally "water-towardy"; from Hokan (a)xa'-, cf. Pomo ui "eye "
but compounded yu-, no. 128; parallel to ca-ruk is ma-ruk "away from
river, " originally "land-toward," cf. Chim. ama "earth")

Shas. atsa " water"; New River Shasta ga-'ats; Ach. (S) ac; Ats. atssi
Chim. dqa (for Chim. q as equivalent to Hokan x, cf. nos. 53, 133), a'ka;

h-uso- 'xa "tears " (literally "eye-water")
N., E., S. E. Pomo xa "water"; C., N. E. Pomo ka; S., S. W. Pomo aka
Ess. asa-nax "water"
Sal. (M) tca' "watery" (analysis into t-ca', according to Dr. Mason, is

probable, but bare stem -ca' is not found)
Moh. aha "water"
Seri ax "water"
Chon. aha "water"

56. Yana hdts lit '-, xats !it'- "to feel cold"
Ach. (S) actc!a-siwi "it is cold" (from Hokan *axatc!a-; for x developing

to c, s, cf. nos. 53, 55; for elision of second vowel of trisyllabic base see
section VII)

Chim. xatsa "cold"
E. Pomo katsil "cold" (i.e., ke ats!il from *xats!il; for Pomo ke from Hokan

and older Pomo x cf. nos. 45, 55)
Moh. hatchu-urk "cold" (i.e., hatcuuq); Dieg. h 'tchorr (i.e., xtcor); Mar.

h 'tchurk (i.e., xtcuq); Yuma hutsile, atchitra; Kiliwi ahhtchak (i.e.,
axtcak)

57. Yana i' dal-la " bone" (assimilated from *i' dal-na)
Shas. ak (K) "bone" (perhaps from *hyak or *ahy[a]k)
N., C., S. E. Pomo ya "bone"; E., N. E. Pomo hiya; S. W. Pomo lya "bone,"

ihya "awl "; S. Pomo lha "bone"
Ess. iya "bone"

2b If Sal. cak (t- '-cak " knife," t--cakI" knives, " t'-me-cak " thy knife ") be-
longs here, it would indicate that Hokan z has become assibilated in Salinan
as in Karok, Shasta-Achomawi, and Esselen; cf. also t-d, tca "water, ocean,"
perhaps compounded of article t- and *ca from Hokan *xa "water." This,
however, is contradicted by Sal. -xap "stone": Pomo xabe.
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Sal. ejac (Sitjar) "bone" (i.e., exak; from Hokan *ihyaka); (M) p-axck,
axak

Chum. (S. Yn., S. Bar.) se' "bone" from *hya' ?)
Moh. isaka " bone " ; Dieg. (K) hak (from Hokan *hyaka); Wal. tiaga

(i.e., tyaga from *hyaka)
Seri itak "bone"

58. Yana ima- "liver"
Shas. iipci "liver "; Ats. dpsi
Moh. ' ipasa " liver"; Dieg. tC-ipEsi

59. Yana 'i-na "wood, tree"; 'i-wi ''firewood" (-wi is collective)
Ess. ii "wood"
Moh. (K) a'i "wood"; Dieg. (K) i-ly

60. Yana isi "man, male, husband"
Shas. ic "man"; New River Shasta ge- 'ic
Chim. itci, itri "man I"
S. Pomo atcai "man"; N. Pomo tca "person"; C. Pomo tcatc; S. W. Pomo

atca
Chum. -isiuyix "husband"
Chon. acans "person"I

61. Yana e itc !in-na " wildcat"
Chim. tagni-r, trcagni-l " wildcat"
Sal. (M) ets! " pinacate"

62. Yana e iya " trail"3
Ach. (S) if deu "trail"
Chim. hissa "trail" (for Ohim. s: Yana y, cf. Yana -ya "female," no. 184;

see also 139)
C., S. W. Pomo da "trail"; N., C. Pomo da "door"; S. Pomo hida "door"
Tonto inya " trail"

63. Yana k!its!au-na "teeth" (k i- probably prefixed element; cf. verb suffix
-ts!au- "to grasp as with teeth or claws")

Ach. (S) MtsMa "teeth"; Shas. etsau; New River Shasta k-i'tsau; Ats. i'tsau
Chim. h-uttsu "teeth"
Chum. sa' " tooth"

64. Yana k u- "not"
Chim. x- negative verbal prefix; xu- "not" (e.g., xu-itculan "not long")
E. Pomo kiiyi " no"I
Sal. (M) ku-, ko- negative prefix

65. Yana ket l- primary verb stem in certain verbs denoting unpleasant states
of mind (e.g., ktul-dja- "to feel bad, lazy"; ktul-mits!i- "to feel sorry,
grieved ")

E. Pomo kul "to fear"
66. Yana k!ai- "to be bitter, strong in taste"

Chim. qoiyo-in "sour" (qoi- probably to be read as k!oi-, cf. Dixon 's Yana
orthography qaina "rock" for kaina)

67. Yana k!ai-na "stone, rock"
Chim. qa'a, kaa "stone (if to be read k!d'a; if pointing to Hokan *xa-, it

cannot be connected with Yana kMa- but belongs with Kar. aca "rock";
Shas. itsa; Pomo xabe; Ess. ciefe; Chum. x6p; Sal. c-xap, tc-xa)

3 This and following forms seem to point to some such Hokan prototype as
*(i)tya.
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68. Yana k !u- "to be long" (not freely used as verb stem, but implied in
Ic u-rul-la " long-neck, crane" and Wu!u-wil-la " long-belly, lizard")

N., C. Pomo kdll "long"; S. Pomo a'1kon; S. W. Pomo a'ko1; N. E. Pomo kol
Sal. (M) k!waka " long, high, tall"
Tonto ikule "long"

69. Yana kWu-na "yellowjacket"
Chim. x5wu " yellowjacket"

70. Yana k!uni-, Ic Iunu- " and"
Kar. karuI" and, " kare-xac "and then"

71. Yana k!dwi "shaman"
S. W. Pomo koo " doctor"; S. E. Pomo 'xWwi

72. Yana ldlagi " goose"
Chim. Ialo " goose "
S. W. Pomo lala " wild goose"
Moh. niago-e " goose"

73. Yana Uli- " to void nasal mucus"; lIli-mauna "nose" (-mauna is participial)
N., C., S. E. Pomo la " nose"; S. W. Pomo fla; S. Pomo hila-mda; N. E. Pomo

l1m3 (probably to be understood as li-mo "nose-hole, nostril")
74. Yana mak!i "back" (body-part)

Tonto mago "back"
75. Yana mdla "acorn" (only in certain compounds, e.g., basi-mala acorn of

bdsi'i " black oak"; sauya-mala " acorn of white oak")
N., N. E. Pomo maa "acorn"
Chim. muni "acorn of black oak"

76. N. Yana mal'gu "ear" (perhaps from *smal'gu); C. Yana malgu; S. Yana
man 'gu

Kar. (K) itiv "ear" (probably from Hokan *isim, *isam, cf. Chim. -isam
and Pomo cima; for Kar. v, m, cf. also no. 86)

Shas. isak "ear" (read probably issak, assimilated from *ismak); Ach. (S)
issat (from *ismnak); Ats. asmak

Chim. h-isam "ear"
N., C., E. S. W., N. E. Pomo cima, cima "ear"; S. Pomo chma-m5 "ear-

hole"); S. E. Pomo xama-ntsa (Pomo c becomes x in S. E. Pomo; cf. S. E.
Pomo xa "fish" for general Pomo ca, aca)

Moh. ' amalya " ear "; Dieg. I EmaL
Seri iSLO "ear "
Chon. iomats "ear'' (-ts suffixed as in ama-ts "earth," imi-ts " leg")

77. Yana mari-p!a- "fire is covered up with ashes" (mari- from madi-); causa-
tive m6ri- 'a- "to cover up fire with ashes"

Chim. matri-pxa "ashes, " matre-pa "dust "; matci-tsxol "dust"
N. E. Pomo mala " ashes"

78. Yana mari'mi " woman " (from madi 'mi)
N., C. Pomo mata "woman"; S. W. Pomo imata

79. Yana mate -banui- " to be summer "; mat-dasi " spring salmon" (quoted
from J. Curtin, Creation Myths of Primitive America); marte -dja- " to get
new acorns"

Chim. homat " ripe"; xo-manat "unripe" (xo- "not")
80. Yana mau- " to tell "; mau-mai-yauna "myth"

E. Pomo maruI" to tell traditions"
81. Yana mets!i " coyote"

Ats. makita "coyote "
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Chim. maidjande-ra, maidjande-la "coyote"
Ess. matcka-s " coyote"

82. Yana mi- "to cry, wail"
N. Pomo mina "to cry"; C. Pomo min-wan; S. Pomo mi-mai
Tonto mi "to cry, scream, sigh"; Moh. himin " to cry, lament"

83. Yana minin- "to look"; mi- (passive), me- (active) primary verb stem in
certain verbs of "appearing, looking" (e.g., mi-rap-cuie di'a- "face is
all red"; mi-wilk !ui di 'a- "to be cross-eyed "; me-k lul- " to look slant-
wise at")

Ach. -nima- "to see"; Ats. -ima-
Chim. -mam- "to see "
E. Pomo ma-bi, ma-yap "to face, look"

84. Yana midja- "to be heavy"
Chim. tcu-midan " heavy (I)" (tcu- may be interpreted as prefix tcu- used to

refer to round objects)
85. Yana min-, S. Yana men- "to twirl, drill (for fire), roll"

Chim. men-drahe "disk beads" (beads obtained by drilling bones?)
86. Yana m6-, passive ma- " to eat"

Kar. av "to eat" (from am)
Ach. -am- "to eat "; Ats. -ammi-
Chim. -ma-, -ama- "to eat"
N. Pomo maamaa "to eat"; N. E. Pomo maa-riba, mam-ti
Ess. am "to eat''
Chum. (S. Buen.) umu "to eat"
Sal. (M) amo' "to eat"; (Sitjar) amma "to eat (as gruel), to suck"
Moh. mamI "to eat"; Tonto ma; Coc. ahma

87. Yana m6-, passive m,u- "to reach out, hand to, hold'
Chim. -imtu- "to hold"
E. Pomo ma "to hold" (singular subject)

88. Yana moe-, passive mat - "to take along, fetch"
Ach. -mu- "to carry" (perhaps belongs rather to no. 87)
Chim. -mai- ' to carry '
Sal. (M) maa, ma'a "to bring, carry"

89. Yana mu-ma- "to work"; simpler stem muz- seen, e.g., in mui-yasi-p !a "to
feel ill from working"

Chim. -mu- " to fix"
E. Pomo muqmu "to try"

90. Yana mugala-'i "log" (for -'i see no. 59)
S. Pomo mokoc "stump"

91. Yana muk!uld "round hole, pit" (-k!Wula- may be related to S. Yana -k!ola-
of dju-k!ola-ri- " to sit")

Pomo mo, mo " hole"
Ess. imu-sa " hole"

92. Yana murul- (from mudul-) "to lie, be in a lying position"
N. Pomo miti "to lie"; C. Pomo mti; S. Pomo mUtMl; S. W. Pomo mititci;

S. E. Pomo mat-miti; N. E. Pomo tea-mta; E. Pomo xana-mera-gi (Kroeber
gives mer)

93. Yana mue di, S. Yana musdi "paternal aunt"
Kar. (G) miidj-its "father's sister" (-4ts is probably diminutive), mitea-vaci

"father 's sister after death of father"
Ach. (G) hamut " father 's sister "
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Chim. muta-la-(i) " (my) maternal aunt" (-la- is diminutive)
S. W. Pomo mfi-tsen "paternal aunt"; S. Pomo a-mui-tsen; C. Pomo mamiu-

tsak; N. Pomo mamri-ak
Chum. -mus "father-in-law, mother-in-law" (this term may originally have

meant "father 's brother or sister," cf. Yana and Pomo; if so, cross-
cousin marriage is probably implied)

94. Yana na- "that it is, inasmuch as it is" (e.g., na malla-p!a' "[I wonder
what is going to happen], for [my sleep] is bad");4 na-gu- "therefore
one does, is so and so" (-gu- "'just, merely, a little"); na-kehu- "there-
fore not" (khu- independent verb stem "to be not"). Like be- (see
no. 18), these verbs are used without -si- suffix in their present tense
(e.g., nagu-ndja "therefore I do, am so and so"); this makes it prob-
able that na is originally demonstrative in force (na-gu-ndja originally
perhaps "this-just-I"), which is confirmed by its composition with
independent stem keu- "to be not"

Sal. na ' this "
Chum. -na in hi?-na "this" (animate); "this" indefinitely is kie

95. Yana ni- "to go" (one male subject)
E. Pomo negi, nek " to go to"
Ess. neni "to go, walk"
Sal. (M) nax " to come" (Sitjar), enoxo ''to come," ko-nox 'to arrive";

these forms belong perhaps rather with C. Yana nee-, S. Yana nex- "to
step''

96. Yana nina "mother"; simpler stem -n- (from *-ni- or *-na-) is implied in
S. Yana ga-n-na " mother " (vocative ga-n-na found also in nortlhern
dialects; -na is absolute noun suffix)

Shas. (G) ani "mother"; Ach. (G) m-ani "thy mother"
E. Pomo nfxa "mother"

97. Yana 6tcea- "to dig for (annis) roots" (6 is active vocalism of a or a)
Chim. atci " root "

98. Yana pe adja "snow"; p' a- "snow lies on ground"
Chim. pa-nna "snowshoes'
Moh. uupaka "snow "; Tonto paka

99. Yana peal- 'biack" (e.g., da-peal-sa- "to be black"; peal-witc'u "black
salt, mud salt")

Seri ko-polt, ko-polcht, ko-pox'l, ji-ko-pohl "black" (i.e., -pOL; ko- is prefixed
to several adjectives of color)

100. Yana p' ats !i "excrement'"; pf ats !djuwa "intestines"
Shas. ipxai "intestines" (px from pe)
Chim. h-ipxa " intestines " (px from p')
N., C., E. Pomo pa "excrement"; S. Pomo apa "exereinent," I'pa "intes-

tines"; S. W. Pomo apa "excrement"; S. E. Pomo fa "excrement,
intestines"; N. E. Pomo fa "intestines"; Pomo f, like Shas. and Chim.
px, point to strongly aspirated Eokan pe (cf. Yana form just quoted)

Sal. (M) pe xat " excrement, intestines"
101. Yana pe 6- " to lie, be in a lying position"

E. Pomo pid " to lie" (plur.)

4 Sapir, 1910, p. 116, 1. 3.
5 If analyzed as pa- "snow" plus -nna "footwear" (e). pa- may, however,

be related to pa, ipa " moccasin." "Snow" is ordinarily hipiui, hipue in Chi-
mariko, doubtless cognate with Chum. (S. buen.) poi "snow."
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102. Yana pei- "several move, go" (corresponding singular is U-)
E. Pomo pil "to walk" (plur.), pili "to go" (plur.). That pil is to be

understood as p'il (cf. Yana form above) is indicated by Kroeber's
remark6 that c6-pil-ele "east (they) went" was heard in text as
cop-hil-ele

103. Yana pf il '61u "woman 's (round) basket-cap"
S. W. Pomo pololo "round"

104. Yana pe it'-bal- ' to boil" (intr.; -bal- "up")
Chim. -potpot- "to boil "

105. Yana pe it-t!al- " (wound) bursts, " pe it-e gan- " (bow) snaps"
E. Pomo pid'ak, pad-ak "to break"
Sal. (M) paleko " to break"

106. Yana pe it '- "to discharge wind "; pe e-t !ai-na " skunk " (from pe et '- 'ai-na
"one who discharges wind on people")

Chim. pxici-ra, picui "skunk" (px from pe, cf. no. 100)
107. Yana pe o- " to blow "; peu-s&- " to smoke " (-sa- " off, away")

Chim. -xu-, -xuc- "to blow"; -xu- "to whistle" (from *-p u- probably via
*-pxu-; for Chim. xu from Hokan peu, cf. also nos. 109, 110, 111)

E. Pomo pu- verb stem in verbs of "blowing" and "breathing" (e.g.,
pu-cen, pu-t 'am "to take breath"; pu-cul "to blow"; pu-G' a "to
whistle ')

108. Yana pe 6wat- 'a- " to wear beads around neck," passive pe awat- 'a-;
pe 6wat-dja-'a- " to put beads around neck"

N. Pomo po "magnesite beads"; C. Pomo po; E. Pomo p6l; S. E. Pomo fol;
N. E. Pomo fo, fol (Pomo f points to Hokan pe ; cf. no. 96)

109. Yana pt u- "to swim "
Chim. -xii- "to swim" (from Hokan *peu-)

110. Yana peuie- "to be fat"
Ach. iiphau "fat" (adj.)
Chim. -xu- "fat" (adj.; from Hokan *p!u-)
N. Pomo pi "greasy'
Sal. (M) upi-nit "fat"

1111. Yana peun- "to paint," pean-na "paint"; pe6- "to put (paint, pitch) on";
peul-lai- " to smear (pitch) on"

Chim. -xol- (from Hokan *pWul-) reduplicated in -po-xolxol "to paint"
112. Yana p!asi " buckeye "

Ats. (K) p !asup " buckeye"
S. Pomo baca "buckeye"; S. W. Pomo bace
Sal. (M) pEca ' "I buckeye "

113. N. Yana p !ut- 'di-wi, C. Yana p !udi-wi "women" (-wi is collective, -t '-
plural infix); -p!di (syncopated from -p!udi) " woman " in compounds;
tc' ap 'dju-p !un 'na (from -p !ut '-na) "mother-in-law" (cf. tc' ap 'dju 'i
"father-in-law")

Chim. puntsa-r "woman"
114. Yana p !ulsuI" tail"

Kar. (K) apuvi " tail"
Shas. (K) ihiwa "tail" (from *ipiwa, cf. no. 16); Okwanuchu Shas. (K)

ipe4lwa; Ach. (K) ipi; Ats. (K) t'-ipwi-ri
Chim. aqu9ye "tail" (read probably ak!iiye; k!u from p!u as xu from ptu.

see no. 107)
Tonto bihe "tail"

6 1911a, p. 344, note 49.
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115. Yana samsi- "to sleep"; simpler stem sam- implied in plur. sadim- (-di- is
plural infix); in S. Yana this stem appears as tct amsi-

Shas. (K) itsmas "to sleep"; Okwanuchu Shas. (K) itsiwi; Ats. (K) itsmi
N. Pomo sima-mlti "to sleep"; E. Pomo sima-nek; S. Pomo slma-mitiii; S.

W. Pomo sima-ka; N. E. Pomo clma-ka; C. Pomo siima-mtNi
Ess. atsini-si " to sleep"
Moh. isma "to sleep"; Dieg. F.xma
Seri sim ' to sleep''
Chon. cmai "to sleep"

116. Yana sawa "arrow"
Chim. sa 'a "arrow "

117. Yana sl- "to drink"
Kar. (K) is "to drink"
Ach. (S) dis'a " drink!," dis-ie -gusiwat "I drink"
Sal. (M) icem, ecim, acim ' to drink"
Moh. iOi "to drink"; Dieg. Esi
Seri ka-si "to drink"
Chon. cwa "to drink"

118. Yana sig&ga " quail "
N., C., S. W. Pomo cakaka "valley quail"; E. Pomo cag'ax; S. Pomo cakaga;

S. E. Pomo xak; N. E. Pomo sakaka-ka
119. Yana siwin- 'i " yellow pine " (for - 'i see no. 59)

Kar. civir-ip "yellow pine" (from *ciwin-; -ip suffix for nouns denoting
trees)

120. Yana sun-na (var. of edible root)
Chim. san-na "wild potato"

121. Yana siisu "dog"
Chim. citce-lla, sitce-la ''dog"; cftci-wi, sitci-wi " wolf'

122. Yana tValam-mauna " white" (-mauna is participial)
Shas. (K) it'ayuI" white "
N. E. Pomo taiya "white"

123. Yana t!ini- " to be little "; t!inf-si- "child"
Ach. (G) atun " younger brother"
Kar. tunuti-itc " small "
Chum. (ma-k-) itc-tu 'n " (my) son "

124. Yana tc' au-na " sugar pine "
Kar. (K) uc-ip ' sugar pine " (-ip " tree ")
Shas. (K) atsahu "sugar pine"; Okwanuchu Shas. (K) atsaiiihu; Ach. (K)

asauyo; Ats. (K) atcawo-p
125. Yana tcr ek!au-na " smoke "

N., N. E. Pomo saha "smoke"; E. Pomo saxa; S. E. Pomo tsaxa
Ess. tcaxa " smoke "

126. Yana tceigal-la "father" (-la assimilated from -na; tceigal- may be com-
pounded of tcei- and gal-, cf. S. Yana galsi "father")

Chini. itcila-(i) " (my) father" (-la- probably diminutive)
127. Yana tceik!i "female breast"

Shas. itsik "'milk '; Ach. (S) l' tcit "milk, female breast" (from *i tceik);
Ats. atciska "milky'

Sal. (M) t-icu' "breast, bosom, chest," plur. t-iletco' "breasts"
Dieg. itchikh (i.e., itcix) "breast, heart"
Probably distinct from these are:
Chim. cfra, ci 'ila " woman 's breast, milk "
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C. Pomo sido "female breast"; E. Pomo sido; S. W. Pomo cido; S. Pomo
ci'do " female breast, milk"

128. Yana tee u-na "eye, face"
Kar. (K) yup ''eye"
Shas. oi "eye" (probably from *oPyo); Konomihu, New River Shasta ki- 'oi;

Ats. oiyi; Ach. (S) ae sa
Chim. h-usot, h-ucot "eye"; h-uso- 'xa "tears" (literally "eye-water");

h-isu-ma "face" (Chim. -uso- probably assimilated from -iso-, as shown
by stereotyped h-isu-ma; in Shasta-Achomawi and Pomo original *iyu,
cf. Yuman and Seri, has likewise become assimilated to uyu)

N., C., E., S. E., N. E. Pomo f "eye" S., S. W. Pomo hUWl; as Kroeber
points out, E. Pomo ui becomes yu in compounds: yu-xa "tear" (literally
eye-water," cf. Chimariko above); in other words, original *u'yu becomes
ui, (u)yu'-xa becomes yu-xa

Sal. (M) t-uwu "face" (perhaps assimilated from *-uyu from *-iyu),, t-i, t-5
Moh. -i&o "eye" (from -TyO); Dieg. iyg
Seri ito " eye. " Sibilant -s- of Achomawi, te' - of Yana, and -s- of Chimariko;

-y- of Shasta, Atsugewi, Karok, Pomo, and Yuman; and -t- of Seri would
seem to point to some such Hokan original as *isyu (cf. Yana dj: Pomo
(h)y, no. 39; and developments of Hokan -hy-, no. 57)

129. Yana ts!awil-la "bluejay" (-la assimilated from -na)
S. W. Pomo tsawala " valley bluejay"

130. Yana ts!up'- " to be good"
S. E. Pomo tsama " good"
Sal. (M) ts!ep "good"
Chum. (S. Yn., S. Bar.) cuma "good"

131. Yana ts!uriddu "red-headed woodpecker"
Chim. tcuredhu, teuleti "woodpecker"
Sal. (M) ts!e'l "woodpecker "

132. Yana u- "to be"; like be- and na- (see nos. 18 and 94) this verb stem is
used without -si- suffix in its present tense; hence demonstrative origin
seems probable, though not as clearly so as with be- and na- (u- 'nidja
" I am " perhaps originally " that-I [-am] ")

E. Pomo u, u-ba "that" (for ba see no. 18); u-mip "he (distant)"
Chum. (S. Bar.) ho "that"
Sal. ho 'that"

133. Yana ue, S. Yana ux- "to be two"
Kar. axak " two "
Shas. xokwva " two"; Ach. (S) hak!; Ats. hoki
Chim. xok 'u, qdiqu (probably to be read xak!u) "two"
N. Pomo ko "two"- C., S. W. Pomo ko; S. Pomo ako; E. Pomo xotc; S. E.

Pomo xos
Ess. xulax " two"
Sal. (M) hakic "two" (San Miguel); kakee, kakcu (San Antonio)
Moh. havik "two" (from *xawik); Coc. howok; Kiliwi hhuak (i.e., xuak);

Dieg. xawok
Seri ka-xkum "twoy"
Chon. oke "two"

134. Yana 'ul- "to hit"; euldja- "to put," euldja-sa- "to throw away"; in S.
Yana eul- appears as eol- which internal Yana evidence shows to be more
archaic than eul-

E. Pomo ol "to throw at"
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135. Yana wa- " to sit "
Ats. we- instrumental verb prefixI"by sitting on"
Chim. -wo- " to sit"; wa- " by sitting on"
Tonto o-a "to sit"; Wal. (nu)-ua; Kiliwi ouau

136. Yana wak !i " to defecate "
Ats. wehki "excrement" (for Ats. e from a, cf. also no. 135)
Chim. h-iwax-ni " excrement "

137. Yana wat'du-wi "blood" (-wi is collective, -t'- probably infixed plural
element); da-wat'-sa- "to be red" (i.e., "blood-colored"; da- and -sa-
are characteristic of most color verbs, ef. da-peal-sa- "black," no. 99);
watt wa- 'i "redbud" (probably reduplicated form; for - 'i cf. no. 59).
Yana wat- from Hokan *(a)xwat-

Kar. (K) ax "blood" (syncopated from *axwa; ef. ic "water' from ica
from Hokan *axa)

Shas. axta "blood"; Okwanuchu Shas. axta; Ach. axdi; these forms are
syncopated from Hokan *axwata-, *axwati

(Chim. sotri "'blood,"' sodre- ''to bleed"; if these forms really belong here,
we would have to assume that Hokan xw has developed to Chim. s, though
Hokan x always remains)

S. Pomo hata "red" (perhaps from *xwata)
Chum. (S. Yn., S. Bar.) aXulis "blood" (probably from *axwa-)
Sal. (M) (p)akata, ekata " blood "
Moh. ahwata "blood" (from axwata); Dieg. axwat "blood"; Yuma hhwat

(i.e., xwat) ' red''
Seri avat "blood"
Chon. awas "blood"

138. Yana wawi "house" (-wi is probably collective suffix); simpler stem -Wa
probably in mdt !adju-wa "sweat-house" (literally "winter-house")

Chim. awa "house"
Ess. iwa-no "house"
Moh. ava "house" (from *awa); Dieg. awa

139. Yana wuyu "horn "
Kar. v&cu-ra "horn " (from *wecu-)
Chim. h-owec "antlers, horn " (for Yana -y-: Chim. s, c, see also nos. 62, 184)

140. Yana wil-la "belly" (-la assimilated from -na); from Hokan *(u)xwi-1- (cf.
no. 137); for -I- of Yana wil-, cf. i'dal- "bone": Hokan *ihya- (no. 57)

N. Pomo koi "belly"; N. E. Pomo koi; S., S. W. Pomo fika; S. E. Pomo x0;
E. Pomo xo; C. Pomo woxa; these forms point to original *(o)xoi, *(o)xwi

140a. S. Yana yaegaihi "'wife's brother"
Shas. (G) iyaki "wife 's brother, man 's sister 's husband'"

141. Yana yu-na "acorn"
Ats. yummi "acorn"
Chim. yutri "acorn"
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SECONDARY VERB STEMS

Among the numerous suffixed elements that go to build up Yana
verb structure is a large class that come immediately after primary
stems and convey verbal or adjectival ideas of considerable concrete-
ness. They may, accordingly, be appropriately termed "secondary
verb stems." It is highly probable that they were originally primary
stems which, being often compounded with other preceding primary
stems, gradually came to lose their independence and to assume the
aspect of verbal suffixes. Indicative of this is the fact that in at
least a few cases elements may be used in both initial and secondary
positions. Thus -wat' - "red" and -p' al- "black" are secondary ele-
ments in verb structure, but occur in initial position in nouns (e.g.,
wat wa-'i "red-bud"; p' al-witc u "black salt") ; further, samsi- "to
sleep" occurs in secondary position in gi-samsi-p!a- "to feel sleepy"
(gi- primary verb stem indicating states of mind). Composition of
primary verb stems is, however, so rare in Yana as to be practically
absent. The loss of independence of secondary verb stems has evi-
dently been consummated as a general process in the very remote past.
Comparison with other Hokan languages strongly supports the view
that the suffixation in Yana of these stems is the result of a loss of
independence, for some of them are clearly cognate to independent
stems in these languages.

142. Yana -balla- "to knock, hit, poke"
Chim. -pat- " to poke "
E. Pomo bati "to shoot"

143. Yana -dada- "to shake, flutter" (e.g., yaidja-dada-'a- "[one 's flesh, eye-
lashes, cheeks] shake from fear"; e p!i-dada-dibil- " [humming-bird]
goes buzzing around"; eal-te da-, syncopated from 'al-dada-, "to shake
[intr.] ')

S. Pomo itata2I "to shake"; N. E. Pomo tcererem (probably to be under-
stood as tce-rerem from *-dedem) " to shake, " tcarara-rem "earthquake "
(from *tca-dada-dem)

144. N. Yana -gat- "to roll" (intr.)
Chim. -k- " to roll "

145. Yana -gal- " (to bite) out piece of "; -gal-edi- "to peel off (skin) bark)"
Chim. -kxol- " to dent "

146. Yana -e gan- "to break"; S. Yana -sgan-
Chim. -kat- " to break, separate "

147. Yana -gulai- perhaps "to be bent" (in ba-gulai-mak!i- "to be humpbacked";
mak!i " back '' )

Chim. -koru- "to bend" (r and I constantly interchange in Chimariko)
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148. Yana -k !al-: hui-k!al-di- "to wash" (hui- is probably causative form of hai-,
incorporated form of ha- "water"); bo-k!al-' di- "to clean out (grain)
by beating "; d6-k!al-e di- "to brush"

C. Pomo k!al "to rub"
149. Yana -k !au- " (to cut, snap, break) piece out, off"

S. Pomo lkaii "broken or burst asunder "
150. Yana -k !un'&-, -k!fun'a- "to stay, dwell, sit"; S. Yana -k!ola-; occurs also

as primary stem in k fun 'd-mari 'mi " old woman " (literally " sit-
woman"), plural k!ii!na-p!diwi; for vrerbs of sitting as first members
of compounds referring to persons, cf. no. 3

Kar. kini, kirn "to live, sit, be''
151. Yana -Uli-, -lili- "smooth" (probably reduplicated element; cf. -dada-, no.

143)
Chim. la-yuin "smooth"

152. Yana - 'la- " (to act upon) soft, sticky object"
Chim. lo 'oren "soft "

153. Yana -ts!an- in ga-tsfan- "to make a speech" (for ga- see no. 46)
E. Pomo -tsan- in ba-tsan "to preach" (for ba- see no. 8)

154. Yana -ts!au- (see no. 63)
155. Yana -ts!fu- ''to tear, scratch, wear out"

E. Pomo bi-tcuI"to gnaw off"
156. Yana -wa-, -wa- secondary stem in certain verbs of weeping (e.g., dja-wa-

''to mourn, lament off in woods'; dil-wa- ''to dance with grief')
Ach. -wo- "to cry"
Chim. -wo- " to cry"

157. Yana -yi- in mo-yi, passive mii-yi- "to teach, give advice" (for m6-, mit-
cf. perhaps m6-, mul- "to reach, hand to, hold," no. 87)

E. Pomo -yi in ba-yi "to teach"; mi-yi "to count"; du-yi " to show, teach,
count "

LOCAL SUFFIXES

Yana is characterized by a large number of local verb suffixes,
resembling in this respect Karok, Shasta-Achomawi, and Chimariko.
On the other hand, it does not possess the local postpositions suffixed
to nouns which are found in these languages, also in Pomo and
Esselen. To express prepositional relations Yana employs the same
method as Salinan and Chumash, that is, the noun is preceded by an
independent local noun of prepositional significance; thus with such
constructions as Salinan toke tecaan "in the basket" and Chumash
mdma o' "in water" compare Yana 'iyemairik!u ddha "in middle of
river," ihautc'u ddha "west of river." Such local nouns are in every
case built up of a local verb suffix preceded by the element i- or i- and
sometimes followed by the absolute noun suffix -na or by an element
-k!u (thus the verb suffixes corresponding to the above local nouns are
-yemnairi- and -haudju-). As a matter of fact, the most common
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method of expressing prepositional relations in Yana is to suffix the
local element to the verb stem and to connect the verb with the noun
by means of the objective particle gi. The close connection between
local verb suffixes and local nouns in Yana is at least theoretical
ground for suggesting that these suffixes, where they occur in Hokan,
are nothing but incorporated local nouns that originally possessed
complete independence, as still indicated by Chumash and Salinan.
Comparative evidence bearing on certain specific suffixes would seem
to confirm this hypothesis (see nos. 169, 172, 174, 176; cf. perhaps
further Karok -tako "on" as verb suffix with Salinan toke "in" as
local noun).

158. Yana - 'an- "arriving at"
Kar. -ra verb suffix "toward" (Karok r frequently goes back to n)
(E. Pomo -n nominal postposition "to")

159. Yana -bil- " about, moving about"
E. Pomo -mal, -mli verb suffix "around"

160. Yana -dam- (-ram-), -ddmi- (-rami) "out, out of the house"
Kar. -arup, -ripa verb suffixI" out "
Ach. (K) -da verb suffix "out of house"; Ats. -ta verb suffix "out of"
Chim. -tap verb suffix "out"; -tpi verb suffixI"out of"

161. Yana -di- (-ri-), -dl- (-rK-) "down" (occurs also compounded, as in -ma-ri-
"down into hole, receptacle "; -wal-di- " down on ground "; - 'uldi-
"down from height "); -du- (-ru-), -dii- (-rn-) " down from point
above "; these two suffixes are probably related, both being perhaps
based on older Hokan *-da- "down" plus elements that have now lost
their individuality

Ach. (K) -danu- verb suffix "down"
Chim. -dam verb suffix "down"

162. Yana -dja- "off," used in certain verbs of "putting," "throwing," and
other activities

E. Pomo tsa- verb prefix "away "; as Kroeber remarks of this class of
Pomo elements, "Adverbial prefixes are the most loosely connected with
the verb, and sometimes are heard as separate words''; it is therefore
not altogether surprising that certain of them correspond to local
suffixes of other Hokan languages; with the exception of -mli, -mal
"around" (see no. 159), Kroeber lists no Pomo local suffixes for verbs;
see further no. 173 and compare E. Pomo ca- verb prefix "through"
with Chim. -usam verb suffix "through"

163. Yana -dja- "up" in certain verbs (e.g., djii-dja- "water rises"; bul-dja-sa-
"three fires blaze upy"); ordinarily appears compounded in -te -dja-
"up (in air) "; containing this -dja- are probably also local suffixes
-dja-ri- " house, going up " (e.g., u' -djari-si " there are two houses, "
literally "there are two going up"); -s-dja- "house going up" (e.g.,
mallap!a-sdja-s-k?i "he has bad house going up," cf. mallap!a- "to be
bad" and -s-kei "his is"); -djai-ri " on top of"

Chim. -tso- verb suffix "up"
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164. Yana - 'e- "with, by means of"
(E. Pomo -i, -yai nominal postposition "with, by means of")

165. Yana -gun- stereotyped secondary element possibly indicating " interior,
inside ": i-gun-na " sweat-house " (i- possibly identical with prefixed
i-, i- of local nouns; -na absolute noun suffix), originally perhaps ''inside
place"; N. Yana wate-guru-wa "sweat-house" (syllabically final n be-
comes t in N. Yana, which develops to ru before w, cf. N. Yana earu-wul-
"several go into house" with C. Yana 'ani-wut-; -wa "house," cf. no.
133), originally perhaps "sit-inside house"

Kar. -kuri verb suffix "into"
166. Yana -ke i- " hither "

Chim. -k- in -wa-k-, -wa-to-k- "to come " (cf. -wa-, -wam- "to go "; cognate
with Kar. -var, -varam "to go" from -wan or -wat and E. Pomo wa, wal
"to walk, go, pass")

Yuma kirik "to come"; Dieg. kiyu
167. Yana -kWam " toward oneself"

Kar. -ka verb suffix " to"
Chim. -s-ku verb suffix "towards" (for -s- ef. -s-mu "across")
Sal. (M) sk!am "c lose, beside, hither''

168. Yana -lau- " out of enclosed space into open," sometimes specifically "out
of mouth" (e.g., ya-lau- " mouth bleeds"; ul-lau-wal- "breath smells,"
-wal- incorporated form of bal- " mouth")

Chim. -lo verb suffix "apart (I)" (e.g., n-itcxa-lo "pull out tooth!" itexa-
"to pull")

169. Yana -tlu- "in head" (e.g., ne-tlu- "to kick one's head," from net- " to
step " plus -' lu-; lau-e tu- " to be strong in head "); N. and C. Yana pre-
consonantal -'- goes back to either original -s- or -x-, as shown by com-
parison with S. Yana (e.g., -e bu- "to be first": S. Yana -xbu-; -'gan-
"to break": S. Yana -sgan-); Pomo cina (see below) suggests that
Yana -elu-, if indeed related, goes back to original *-islt-u

Shasta innux "hair" (perhaps assimilated from *isnlux); Konomihu k-mna
"head" (perhaps from *isna, cf. Pomo cina; for k-prefix cf. New River
Shasta k-i'tsau, no. 63); New River Shasta k-innux "head"; Okwanuchu
Shas. innux "head"; Ach. tax "head"; Ats. naxa "head" (perhaps
from *snaxa)

N., S. Pomo cina "head"; S. W. Pomo cdna; C. Pomo ena; S. E. Pomo xtya
(Pomo c becomes x in this dialect)

Chum. (S. Bar., S. Yn.) nokc "head, hair" (perhaps from *cno-kc; cf. Ach.
tax and Ats. naxa above); is this hypothetical c- preserved in Chum.
(S. L. 0.) co "head, hair" (perhaps from *cno?). Hokan *is(i)nu-,
*is(i)na- seems to lie back of all these forms

170. Yana -ma- "together with"; -ba-nau-ma "everyone" (as subject; -ba-
"all"; for -nau- cf. dja-nau- " to eat much"); perhaps also compounded
as -m-, -mi- in -mts!i-, -mits!i- "together, with one another"

Chim. -m- in -m-di, -m-du instrumental postposition (cf. Ess. -ma-nu below)
E. Pomo -ma verb suffix "plural subject"; -ma reciprocal verb suffix "each

other, one another I; these elements are probably further related to
nominal postposition -(i)mak "in company with"; -mak verb suffix "to
have, be provided with"

Ess. -ma-nu nominal postposition "together with" (comitative idea prob-
ably conveyed by -ma-, as -nu alone is "with" in its instrumental sense
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171. Yana -ma- verb suffix "there, at that place"; -maduI"place of" suffixed
to nouns (this element is generally used after nouns preceded by ob-
jective gi and is practically equivalent to nominal postposition "at,"
e.g., gi 'qgun-madu " at sweat-house place")

Chim. -ma-, -mu suffix for place names (e.g., teitean-ma " Taylor 's Flat,"
literally " manzanita-place, " cf. teitca-na " manzanita")

S. W. Pomo malt "there, place"
Sal. (M) ma- locative prefix ''at, to, there''

172. Yana -ma- in -ma-ri- ' down into (pit, receptacle) " (as -ri- means " down,"
see no. 161, -ma- must be interpreted to have originally meant " in,
into," though it does not occur alone in that sense)

Kar. -am-ni- verb suffix ''in, into"
Chim. -nma- verb suffix "into"
Sal. mum-, mem- in local noun mum-t6ke, mem-toke " in" (cf. toke " in")
Chum. mdma local noun "in"

173. Yana -mi- "to one side," occurs only compounded, e.g., -wil-mi "on one
side, half, " cf. -wil- "across''; -wal-mi- "apart, in hiding'"; -ma-mi-
"plus five," e.g., bul-mami- " eight," literally "three with (cf. no. 170)
five to one side"

E. Pomo ma- verb prefix "across, opposite"
174. Yana -mminak !i- " behind "; corresponding local noun i-mminak !i " behind "

Chim. h-imina "back"; h-imina-tee "behind, outside"; this example is
particularly valuable as directly suggesting that at least certain Yana
local verb suffixes are in origin incorporated nouns

175. Yana -'uldi- " down (from fixed point)" (compounded with -di " down,"
see no. 161)

Kar. -uni verb suffix "down"
176. Yana -wul- "into," as local noun l-wiilu "in, into"; Yana -wulu probably

goes back to Hokan *xulu (cf. Yana w from Hokan xw, no. 137)
Kar. -furu-k verb suffix "into house" (from Hokan *-xunu or *-xulu-; for

Kar. f from original x before original u, cf. further Kar. yufi "nose:
Chim. h-oxu, Moh. '-exu "nose")

Ach. (K) -lu verb suffix "into house" (probably from *-xlu-, cf. laxI" head"
from older *slax, see no. 169; -xlu- syncopated from *-xulu-, as so often
in Shasta-Achomawi)

(Chim. -xun verb suffix "into"; as independent local noun xunoi "into"
(observe that suffixed -xun is related to independent xuno-i with its
second vowel as Yana suffixed -wul- is to independent -w-lu). This ex-
ample further illustrates originally independent character of local verb
suffixes

Chun. Iiiliikiin local noun "in" (perhaps assimilated from Hokan *xulu-

OTHER VERB AND NOUN SUFFIXES
177. Yana -gut- verb suffix "a little, just"

Chim. -gu-, -ku- indefinite suffix with diminutivizing force: xanl-gu "by and
by"; curai-gu "some time ago" (cf. sul "long ago"); patce-am-ku
" something" (cf. patei "what"); -gu-lan "merely, only" (-la- is
probably diminutive suffix)

178. Yana -ma- usitative verb suffix "to be wont to"
E. Pomo -kima verb suffix indicating usitative past
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179. Yana -na absolute noun suffix added to stems ending in long vowel, diph-
thong, or consonant and to all monosyllabic stems; preceding I assimi-
lates it to -la

Kar. -an, -ar noun suffix denoting agent or instrument
Chim. -r, -l noun suffix of rather colorless significance (e.g., tcima-r "man";

kosa-r " crane "; tsaboko-r " mole "; himetasu-r " morning "; piso-r, piso-l
"quail"); some nouns have -ra, -la (e.g., pxici-ra "skunk," ta'i-ra
" ground squirrel "; diminutive -lla perhaps contracted from diminutive
-la-, -1- and absolute -la, -ra)

Pomo -I absolute noun suffix (e.g., N. E. Pomo fo-l "beads," S. E. Pomo
fo3-l, E. Pomo po-l: N. E. Pomo fo, C. Pomo po, N. Pomo p5; S. E. Pomo
cala-l " liver": N., C. Pomo cala)

Ess. -nax, -nex, -nix noun suffix (e.g., masia-nex "heart"; asa-nax "water")
Dieg. -ly absolute noun suffix (e.g., Esi-ly "salt": Moh. aG'i; emi-ly "leg,

foot": Moh. 'ime)7
180. Yana -pea- modal verb suffix of dubitative significance (e.g., a-p! a "if he

would be"; a- "if"); -s-pt a- (compounded of present -si- and modal
-p a-) modal verb suffix of contrary-to-fact significance (e.g., a-sp a "if
he were, had been")

E. Pomo -pi, -pi-la verb suffix "if, until"
181. Yana -t'-; -te-, -r- plural noun suffixes; -di-; -dja-; -'- plural verb infixes,

e.g., sit 'in 'i-wi " yellow pines" from slwin 'i "yellow pine "1; mut 'djau-
t !i-wi " chiefs" from mudjau-p !d; mute gald'i-wi " logs " from mugald 'i;
k!Wurflwi "medicine-men" from k!fiwi; tadiba- plur. of 'dba- "to be
old"; scdim- plur. of samsi- "to sleep"; k!adjawai- plur. of k!awi-
"to be tired"; djae wd- plur. of djawd- " to mourn")

Sal. -t-, -ts-, -1- plural noun and adjective infix; -I also used as plural suffix
(e.g., sem 'ta plur. of sepxa "child"; h5ste plur. of hiitcli "dog";
lentse-n plur. of lene "woman"; cetlip plur. of cetep "dead"; smatel
plur. of smat "beautiful")

182. Yana -ts!i collective noun suffix generally referring to small objects (e.g.,
haga-ts !i "flint fragments" from haga "flinty'; djuwd-ts !i "small
game" from djawa "jack-rabbit"); more often occurs as compounded
-ts !-gi, -ts !6-gi diminutive noun plural (e.g., 'amai-ts !gi "children";
'i-ts!6gi "little sticks" plur. of 'i-p!a "little stick")

Kar. -itc diminutive noun suffix
Pomo -ts, -tce, -tsen in certain terms of relationship, evidently expressing

affection; C. Pomo -ts (e.g., ca-ts "mother's sister," cf. N. Pomo -siu);
E. Pomo -ts (e.g., tse-ts-a "mother's brother," cf. N. Pomo -tsu); S.
Pomo -tsen (e.g., a-ba-tsen "father's father," cf. N. Pomo -ba); S. W.
Pom. -tsen; S. E. Pomo -ts (e.g., im-ba-ts "father's father"); N. E.
Pomo -tee, -tci (e.g., ka-tci-dai "mother's mother," cf. N. Pomo -ka)

Chum. -itc-, -its- in mna-k-itc-tu 'n "my son," ma-k-Its-Is "my younger
brother"

183. Yana -iiwi dual noun suffix (e.g., dal-uiwi " two hands"; lal-uiwi "two feet";
mal 'giiwi " two ears " from mal 'guI" ear "); -wi is plural or collective
noun suffix (see no. 183a and examples in no. 181), leaving -u- as dis-
tinctive of duality

Chim. -owa in n6ut-owa "we two (excl.) " (cf. ndut "I"); mamut-owa "we
two (incl.) " (cf. mamut " thou ")

Chum. -u in clcZm-u (literally "two twos") from ickom "two"

7 It is impossible to be certain at present that Yana -na and Ess. -nax are
comparable to Chim. -1, -r, Pomo -1, and Dieg. -ly.
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183a. Yana -wi collective noun suffix (e.g., 'i-wi " firewood, wood," cf. 'i-na
"tree, stick"; for other examples see nos. 181 and 183)

Shas. -ya-wEr plural pronominal suffix; Ats. -wir
Sal. hi-wet, hi-wat plural of demonstrative he "that"
Chum. -wun plural demonstrative suffix (e.g., kaiu-wun "these" from kai

" this one "; qopl-wun " those " from qolo " that one ")
184. Yana -ya " female" (e.g., k !iwi-ya "medicine-woman" from k !wi

" medicine-man ")
Chim. -sa " female " (e.g., lasa "widow "; teu-mako-sa "my mother-in-law,"

cf. tcu-makuI"my father-in-law"); for Yana y: Chim. s, cf. no. 62
185. Yana -yau- forms verbal nouns (e.g., m6-yau-na "food" from m6- "to eat")

Chim. -eu, -qu forms verbal nouns (e.g., hdm-eu " food" from -ama- "to eat")
Sal. (M) -ia, -i'a suffixed to verbs to form nouns

PRONOUNS

Pronominal ideas are expressed in Yana by means of suffixed
elements (-ndja, -nidja, S. Yana -ndji, -nidji "I, my"; -numa "thou,
thy "; -nigi " we, our"; -nuga, S. Yana -numgi- "ye, your"). These
elements when suffixed to third personal stem ai "he, it" form the
series of independent pronouns (ai'nidja "I," S. Yana ai'nidji;
ai'numa "thou"; ai'nigi "we"; ai'nuga "ye," S. Yana ai'numgi).
As the present independent series is thus evidently of quite secondary
origin, it is highly probable that the suffixed pronominal elements of
Yana are themselves the old series of independent personal pronouns
which, because of their habitual position after the verb, have become
reduced to the status of suffixed elements (e.g., dewaisi'numa "thou
seest" from older *dewaisi numa "see-in-present-time thou"). This
analysis is confirmed by the fact that the elements -nidja (-ni-dji),
-numa, -nigi, and -nuga (-nrumgi) are regularly separated from pre-
ceding vowels by a light glottal stop of purely phonetic (disjunctive)
force (e.g., be'nidja "it is I"; mosi'nigi "we shall eat"). It is also
in striking agreement with the testimony of other Hokan languages,
which make use partly of simple independent pronouns, partly of
prefixed elements, but only to a relatively slight extent (Chimariko
and Shasta-Achomawi) of suffixed elements.

Further analysis of the Yana pronominal elements readily discloses
the fact that they are not simple, but compounded. The analysis is
evident from the following:

Sing. 1. -ni-dja Plur. 1. -ni-gi
(-ni-dji)

2. -nu-ma 2. -nu-ga
(-nu-mgi)
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The pronominal elements consist of -ni- (for the first person) or
-nu- (for the second person) plus characteristic elements (-dja, S.
Yana -dji; -ma; -gi; -ga, S. Yana -mgi) that undoubtedly constitute
the old pronominal series proper. The -ni-, -nu- may be an old dem-
onstrative element (-ni- perhaps originally "this, it near me"; -nu-
"that, it near you"), as seems to be indicated by the fact that it occurs
only in intransitive forms and in transitive forms involving a third
personal subject or object (e.g., nisdsi-n-dja "I go away"; dewatsi-n-
dja "I see; I see him, it"; diwaisi-wa-n-dja "he sees me, I am seen by
him"), but disappears in transitive forms involving combinations of
first personal subject and second personal object or second personal
subject and first personal object (-dja, S. Yana -dji "thou-me"; -gi
"thou-us"; -ma "I-thee"; -m'ga, S. Yana -mgi "I-you").

While the pronominal subject and object are solely expressed by
means of suffixed elements, nouns with suffixed possessive pronouns
are at the same time preceded by article-like proclitics. These are,
in Northern and Central Yana, dji for the first person and dju for
the second (e.g., dji wawi-ndja "my house," dji wawi'nigi "our
house," dju wawi'numa " thy house, " dju wawi'nuga " your house");
the i-u alternation is probably comparable to the corresponding use
of -ni- and -nu- above, while dj- is a demonstrative or article-like ele-
ment found also in other connections (e.g., ai-dje, ai-dje'e "that one";
ai-dj, ai-tc', S. Yana tc' "the; he, it"; ai-dja "there").8 In Southern
Yana, however, the possessives are expressed by proclitic elements
alone, except for the second person plural, which is also expressed by
a suffixed -numgi, probably to distinguish it from the corresponding
singular form; the possessive elements in Southern Yana are:

dji "my" dju-m "thy"
dji-n " our" dju-m . . -numgi "your"

The -n of djin and the -m of djutm are peculiar to this dialect and
are probably abbreviated forms of an old first person plural n- element
which has otherwise disappeared in Yana (see no. 189 below) and of
older ma "thou" or mi "thy" (see no. 190). It is not impossible
that the -i of dji "my" is only secondarily contrastive to the u char-
acteristic of the second person and is really an old first person singular

8 ai "he, it" of these forms has been already referred to; it is disconnected
from demonstrative -dj-, -tc' by objective gi, e.g., ai-gi-dje 'e " to that one. "
For -e, -e'e of ai-dje('e) see no. 192 below; -dja of ai-dja may contain a sur-
vival of an old postpositional -a " in, at " that has otherwise disappeared
(ai-dj-a originally "it therein"; with this hypothetical -a cf. E. Pomo -a "at,"
e.g., me-a ''here, at this').
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possessive element that has lingered on only in proclitic position (thus
S. Yana dj-i wowi originally "the-my house"; with this -i cf. perhaps
Chimariko -n in, e.g., masomas-i "my red-salmon" and i- in, e.g.,
i-patni "I poke thee, him").9 The pronominal elements -i, -n, and -m
are the more significant for comparative purposes in that their position
corresponds to that of possessive pronouns in other Hokan languages
(thus with such a form as S. Yana dju-m wowi "thy house," cf. Kar.
mi-kiriviram "thy house"; Ach. (S) mi'mu-diyum 'dji "thy house";
Chim. m-isamn "thy ear" ;1O E. Pomo mi-mex "thy older brother";
Ess. nemis-hikpa "thy eyes"; Sal. t'-m-ulet "thy teeth" ;" Chum.
ma-p-qo "thy dog";" Moh. '-hu' "his nose").

The comparative data bearing on Yana pronominal elements follow.

186. Yana -n-dja, -ni-dja (S. Yana -n-dji, -nidji) "I, me; my"; -wa-dja (S. Yana
-wa-dji "thou-me" (-wa- is really passive, hence literally "I-by-[thee] ")

Shas. -s verbal suffix "I"; Ach. -s; Ats. -s
Chim. tcu- "my" (inherent possession); teu-, tca- "he, they-me"; tca-, -tce

"I" (with static verbs)
187. Yana -i in dji "my"; mau-s-i "I am about to" (see introductory remarks

to this section)
Ach. (S) ie- in ie-teu "my" (for -teu cf. mi-s-teu "thy"; ieteu diyum'dji

"my house," e.g., probably means literally "my-property house")
Chim. -i " my " (accidental possession); i- "I-thee, I-him "

188. Yana -ni-gi " we, us; our "; -wd-gi " thou-us " (literally " we-by-[thee]")
Kar. ki-n- "us" (but cf. also kik- "you," subj.; kik- . . . -ap "you," obj.)
Sal. (San Miguel) ka "we"; (San Antonio) kak
Chum. 7hi-cku "we two" ki-ku "we"; ki- "we, our"

189. S. Yana -n in dji-n " our " (for dji see introductory remarks to this section)
Kar. nu " we "; nu- " we" as subjective prefix; nanu- "our "; ki-n- " uss"

as objective prefix
190. Yana -nu-ma " thou, thee; thy"; -wd '-ma "I-thee" (literally "thou-by-

[me] "); S. Yana -m in dju-m "thy" (for dju see introductory remarks
to this section)

Kar. im " thou "; mi- "thy"
Shas. mai "thou"; Ach. mi- "thou" as subjective prefix, Ach. (S) miste u-,

mi 'mu- " thy "; Ats. mi- " thou " as subjective prefix
Chim. ma-mut "thou"; mi- "thou, thou-me, thou-us; thou-him, them; he,

they-thee"; -mi "thy" (denotes accidental relation), m- "thy" (de-
notes inherent relation)

E. Pomo ma " thou"; mi "thee"; mi- "thy" (with terms of relationship)
Ess. nemi, name, nanme "thou"; nemic-, mic- "thy"

9 Here may well belong also the quite isolated form mau-s-i "II am about to"
(mau-s "he is about to"; such forms as mau-si moyauna "I am about to eat"
are perhaps to be understood as originally meaning "is-about-to-be (mau-s) my
(-i) eating (verbal noun in -yauna, see no. 185)."

10 In Chimariko possessive pronouns indicating accidental relations are suf-
fixed, those indicating natural or inalienable relations are prefixed.

11 Sal. t- and Chum. ma- correspond structurally to Yana dj(u)-.
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Sal. mo " thou"; -m-, -umr- "thy" (e.g., t'-m-ulet " thy teeth," t'-um-kai
"thy elder brother"; t'-um- is in striking morphological agreement with
S. Yana dju-m "thy")

Moh. manya " thou "; Dieg. ma
Seri me "thou"

191. Yana -nu-qa "ye, you (pl. obj.); your (pl.) "; -wii-m'ga "I-you (pl.) "
(literally "you pl. -by-[me]"; -m'ga probably compounded of second
person singlar -ma, -m and second person plural element -ga); S. Yana
has -nu-mgi instead of -nfu-ga (-m- probably second person singular
element)

Kar. -k- in ki-k- "ye" as subjective prefix (for ki- cf. ki-n- "us"); ki-k-
-ap " you " (pl. obj.; -ap is " thee, " hence Kar. -k- . . . -ap is

morphologically equivalent to Yana -m'-ga)
Chim. q-, qe- " ye " as subjective prefix; qo-, qa- " he-you (pl.) "; qo- " they-

you (pl.); ye-me, us; ye-him"
Sal. (M) t-k-, te-k- "your'' (t-, te- is prefixed article)

192. Yana - (y) e, - (y) e'e in ai-ye, ai-ye'e "that one," ai-dj-e, ai-dj-e'e "this one,
that one" (ai is third personal pronoun; dj- article-like or demonstrative
element); Yana ai-ye probably from *ai-he (-y- is glide between ai and e-;
for disappearance of intervocalic -h- cf. dj6-na from djuhau-na " dwelling
east, Hat Creek Indians")

E. Pomo he, hee "the, this" (hee perhaps to be understood as he'e as in
Yana -e 'e)

Sal. he " that"
Chum. (S. Bar.) he " this"12

ADDITIONAL HOKAN COGNATES

When it is remembered that Yana is clearly non-typical of general
Hokan morphology, it will have to be conceded that the present com-
parative list of stems and non-radical elements (which is quite large,
considering that data are scanty for nearly all the languages involved)
goes a long way towards encouraging us to proceed with confidence
on the basis of the Hokan hypothesis. Aside from Yana, I have
observed many striking Hokan cognates. While this is not the place
to discuss them in detail, a few significant references may be welcome.

Chim. -maxa of h-itxani-maxa "knee" S. W. Pomormoko " knee"
(from h-itxan " leg") Dieg. mexe-tunn " knee"

Chim. -lot- " to mash" E. Pomo lat " to mash"
Chim. -owa-, -wam- "to go" Kar. var (from wan- or *wal-) "to

go"
E. Pomo wa, wal "to go"

12 Other Hokan demonstratives have become verbal in force in Yana; see
Yana be (no. 18), na (no. 94), and u (no. 132); see also no. 2.
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Chim. tu- "with the hand" E. Pomo du- "with the hand"
Chim. h- "his," ha-mut "he" E. Pomo ha- "his, their" (with terms

of relationship)
Moh. '- "his"

Chim. -ana- "on" (as verb suffix)13 E. Pomo -na, -wi-na "on" (as post-
position)

It is only when we have something like an adequate knowledge
of all the Hokan languages or dialectic groups that it will be possible
to compile a relatively complete comparative Hokan dictionary and
to study in detail the linguistic groupings and sub-groupings of these
tribes. So far there seems to be no strong lexical evidence to connect
Yana with one rather than with another of the other Hokan languages.
Geographically it is closest to Shasta-Achomawi, but it seems to be
at least as far removed from these languages as from the geograph-
ically more remote Pomo. Indeed, the only grouping of Hokan
languages among themselves that it seems at all possible to make at
present is that of Chimariko with Shasta-Achomawi, as already pointed
out by Dixon in his study of Chimariko. To Shasta-Achomawi and
Chimariko I should be inclined to add Karok as the third member of
a geographically continuous northern group of Hokan.

REMARKS ON PHONOLOGY
The material gathered together in the preceding sections enables

one to determine (or at least suggest) a number of phonetic laws
characteristic of one or other of the Hokan languages. Nevertheless
it would be premature to attempt a systematic presentation of Hokan
phonology. The evidence is far too scattered and scanty for this
purpose. I shall therefore content myself with a reference to only
two or three points, especially as certain phonetic laws have been
already suggested in connection with the specific entries.

In regard to vowels, one of the most striking features is a somne-
what frequent correspondence of Chimariko o, less often u, to a in
other Hokan languages. It is to be noted, however, that more often
general Hokan a seems to be represented by a in Chimariko also.
Examples of Chim. o, u, Hokan a, are:

13 Not explicitly recognized by Dixon, but found in certain instrumental
nouns; e.g., hama-ana-ksia "whereon one eats, table"; hiwo-ana-da-tsa "whereon
one sits, chair."
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No. Chimariko
4. h-imo- " grandson"

34. -(t)cpom, -tcibum "five "
46. -k-, -go- "to speak"
50. kdtcuI" clover "
66. qoiy6-in " sour"
72. lIlo " goose "

133. xok'u, qdquI" two"14
135. -wo- "to sit"
152. lo 'oren "soft "
156. -wo- "to cry"
163. -tso- "up "
22. -tu- "to fly"
75. muni "acorn of black oak"

167. -s-ku " towards"
186. tcu- "Imy"

Hokan
Yana 'amawi-, Chum. -ama
Yana djiman-
Yana ga-, Pomo ga-
Yana gamcu
Yana k!ai-
Yana ldlagi, S. W. Pomo lala
Kar. axak, Ach. hak!, Dieg. xawok
Yana wa-
Yana - 'la-
Yana -wa-
Yana -dja-
Yana dd-
Yana -mdla
Kar. -ka, Yana -k!am-
Yana -n-dja

An important feature of the Hokan group is the occurrence in
certain languages of initial vowels which are absent in other languages
or in other forms of the same language. The vowel in question is
often identical with the stem vowel following the consonant (e.g.,
Hokan *axa "water," *axwati "'blood"), but by no means always.
Frequently the identity of the two vowels is due to a dialectic assimi-
lation of the first vowel to the second (e.g., Karok axak "two," cf.
S. Yana ux-; Chim. h-uso- "eye," cf. Chim. h-isu-ma "face," Dieg.
iyui "eye"). Sometimes the vowel differs in different languages (e.g.,
S. W. Pomo a'kol "long," but Tonto ikule). Assimilation of the
second vowel to the first also occurs (e.g., Yana lili-mauna "nose"
from *tVili- from *Ulala-, cf. S. W. Pomo ila; Ess. xulax "two," N.
Pomo ko, S. E. Pomo XOs from *uxu- from *uxa-, cf. S. Yana ux-,
Chontal oke, Dieg. xawok). In nearly all available examples Yana
has lost the initial vowel, which is best preserved in Shasta-Achomawi,
Chimariko, and dialectically in Yuman; as for Pomo, it seems to be
regularly lost, but is retained in S. and S. W. Pomo (cf. aka "water"
of these dialects with xa and ka of all others). For examples of
variation on this point within the same dialect see nos. 55 (Chimariko
and Karok) and 128 (Pomo). Examples illustrating the loss in Yana
(and other languages) of an initial Hokan vowel are:

(a) WITH a-VOWEL
liO. Lost vowel

7. Yana 'au-na "fire," Shas. awa,
"wood"

35. Yana dji-na " louse, " N. Pomo
tci

Retained vowel
Moh. a 'auva "fire," Ats. ahawi
"wood"

S. Pomo atc, Ats. atci

14 But cf. Shasta, Atsugewi, Pomo, and Esselen forms with o, u.
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No. Lost vowel
48. Yana gdgi "crow"
55. Yana ha-na "water," E. Pomo

xa, Kar. ca-ruk "towards
river '

56. Yana hats !it'- "cold," Chim.
xatsa, E. Pomo katsil, Moh.
hatchu-urk

59. Yana 'i-na "stick, wood"
86. Yana m6-, ma- "to eat," Pomo

maa-, Tonto ma
93. S. Yana musdi "father's sister,"

Kar. m'idj-lts, Pomo mu, Chim.
muita- " mother 's sister "

96. Yana nina "mother," E. Pomo
nlxa

114. Yana p!ulsu "tail," Tonto bihe

124. Yana tc! au-na "sugar pine"
137. Yana wat 'du-wi "blood," -wate -

"red," Yuma hhwat "red"

138. Yana wawi "house"

Retained vowel
Moh. aqdqa "raven"
Kar.- ac, Ach. ac, S. Pomo aka, Ess.

asa-nax, Moh. aha, Seri ax, Chontal
aha

Ach. actc!a-, Kiliwi ahhtchak

Moh. a'i; Ess. ii (assimilated)
Kar. av, Ach. -am-, Chim. -ama-, Ess.
am, Cocopa ahma; Chum. umu

Ach. hamut

Shas. ani, Ach. -ani

Kar. apuvi, Chim. aqfuye; Shas. ihiwa
(probably assimilated from *apiwa)

Ats. atcawo-p; Kar. uc
Kar. ax "blood," Shas. axta, Chum.

aXulis, Dieg. axwat, Seri avat, Chon-
tal awas

Chim. awa, Moh. ava; Ess. iwa-nto

(b) WITH i-VOWEL

No.
12.
16.

Lost vowel
Yana bama "sinew," Ach. pim
Yana bawa'la " tongue, " E.
Pomo bal

23. Yana dal-la " hand, " Chim.
tranh "five," N. Pomo tana
"hand"

24. Yana dat '- " much," Chim. -tan
"lot of"

37. Yana djii- " to spear," N. Pomo
teo-k " to shoot "

39. Yana djii-ri- "to snow," N.
Pomo yu "'snow "

41. Yana djul- "long"
54. Yana xa 'lai- "to be dawn"
63. Yana -ts !au- "tooth," Chum. sa'
73. Yana lhli-mauna "nose, " N.

Pomo la
76. Yana mal'gu "ear," Pomo cima

(progressively assimilated from
*icama)

Retained vowel
Ats. ippiu
Ach. ipe li, Chim. h-ipen, S. Pomo

hlbaa, Chum. eleu, Sal. -ipaL, Moh.
ipalya, Seri ipL, Chontal ipaL; Hokan
*ipali; assimilated to *apali in Kar.
apri, S. IV. Pomo haba

Ach. il 'j, Chim. h-itra, Seri inoL; S. E.
Pomo atan (assimilated)

Chim. h-itat "'many"

S. Pomo i'tco-k "to shoot"

S. W. Pomo 'yFI "snow"

Chim. hitcun
Sal. icxai "dawn"
Ach. Wts!a; Chim. h-utsu (assimilated)
S. W. Pomo Va

Ach. issat, Kar. itiv, Chim. h-isam,
Seri isLO, Chontal icmats; assimilated

to *as(i)ma- in Ats. asmak, Moh.
eamalya
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No. Lost vowel
78. Yana mari'mi "woman," N.

Pomo mata
82. Yana mi- "to weep," N. Pomo

mina, Tonto mi
83. Yana mi-, me "to look," Chim.

-mam-, Pomo ma-
87. Yana mo-, mu- "to hand, hold,"

Pomo ma
91. Yana mu-k!uld- "hole," Pomo

mo
100. Yana peats!i '.'excrement," N.

Pomo pa, Sal. pexat

110. Yana peui'- "to be fat," Chim.
-xu-, N. Pomo ptll

115. Yana samsi- "to sleep," Pomo
slma-, Seri sim, Chontal cmai

117. Yana si- "to drink"

122. Yana t!alam- "white," N. E.
Pomo taiya

126. Yana tceigal-la "father"
127. Yana tecik!i "female breast"

128. Yana tce u-na "eye, face," Kar.
yup "eye, " Pomo yu-xa
"tear''

136. Yana wak !i "to defecate," Ats.
wehki " excrement "

140a. S. Yana yae gaihi " wife 's
brother"

149. Yana -k !au- " to break off"
169. Yana -e lu- "head," Ach. lax, N.

Pomo cina
174. Yana -mmina-k !i "behind"

Retained vowel
S. W. Pomo imata

Moh. himim

Ats. -ima-

Chim. -imu-

Ess. imu-sa

Shas. ipxai "intestines," Chin.
h-ipxa, S. Pomo l'pa; S. W. Pomo
apa '-'excrement" (assimilated)15

Ach. aphau; assimilated to *upeui- in
Sal. upinit

Shas. itsmas, Moh. isma; Ess. atsini-
silo

Kar. is, Moh. iGi, Sal. icem (but also
acim)

Shas. it'ayu

Chim. itci-la-
Shas. itsik "milk," Dieg. itchikh
" breast, heart"; Ats. ateiska
' milk " 17

Chim. h-isu-ma "face," Dieg. iyii,
Seri ito; assimilated to *u(s)yu- in
Shas. oi, Chim. h-usot, Pomo Mi

Chim. h-iwax-ni " excrement "

Shas. iyaki " wife 's brother "

S. Pomo lkaII"broken asunder"
Shas. innux " hair "

Chim. h-imina " back"

15 It is worth noting that while Shas ipxai, Chim. h-ipxa, and S. Pomo i'pa,
all with i-vowel, mean "intestines,"IS. and S. W. Pomo apa, with a-vowel, means
"excrement." This suggests a morphological, rather than a purely phonetic,
basis for the significance of difference of vowels. However, S. E. Pomo, which
does not preserve initial vowels, has fa in the sense of both "intestines" and
"excrement. "

16 Esselen a- is difficult to explain, unless both Shasta-Achomawi and Yuman
i- ar, due to assimilation to following Hokan i (*isima from older *asima); in
that event Yana samsi- would be progressively assimilated, via *asam-, from
*asm,-.

17 Perhaps another example of i- interchanging with a- that is of morpholog-
ical significance (see note 26); or is Shas., Ach., and Dieg. i- due to assimilation
of older a- with following i?
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(C) WITH U-VOWEL
No. Lost vowel
20. Yana bu-, bui "to dance, kick"
79. Yana mate -banui- "to be sum-

mer "
98. Yana pe adja "snow," Tonto

paka
139. Yana w6yuI" horn, " Kar. vtqcu-ra
140. Yana wil-la " belly," N. E. Pomo

koi

Betained vowel
Chim. h-upo "foot"
Chim. homat "ripe"

Moh. cupaka

Chim. h-owec
S. Pomo uka, C. Poino woxa

(d) WITH i- OR a-VOWEL
Lost vowel

68. Yana k!u- 'to be long," N.
Pomo kol

No. Retained vowel
S. W. Pomo a'kol, Tonto ikule

Far less frequently Yana has preserved an initial vowel lost in
other languages. Examples are:

Retained vowel
3. Yana - 'ala- "child" (assimi-

lated); N. E. Pomo itla
4. Yana 'amawi- "woman's son's

child," Chum. -ama "grand-
child" (assimilated); Chim.
h-imo-lla- " grandson "

6. Yana ' ap '-sa "s ky, " Chum.
al-apa, Moh. ammaya, Seri
ami-me; a- umlauted to e- or
assimilated to i- in Sal. 1-em,
Chontal emaa, Ess. imi-ta

45. Yana 'e - "to sing," Ach. es, S.
Pomo ih-min, Chum. eX-petc

57. Yana ie dal-la "bone," S. W.
Pomo iya, Ess. iya, Sal: exak,
Moh. isaka, Seri itak

58. Yana ina- " liver," Shas. iipci,
Moh. 'ipasa

60. Yana e isi "man," Shas. ic, Chim.
itci, Chum. -isiuyix "husband';
assimilated to a- in S. Pomo
atcai, Chontal acans "person"

61. Yana 'itc!in-na "wildcat," Sal.
ets!

62. Yana fiya "trail," Ach. iedeu,
Chim. hissa, Tonto inya

133. S. Yana ux- "two," Chontal oke;
assimilated to a- in Kar. axak,
S. Pomo ak618

Lost vowel

Chum. -mdma (reduplicated) "pater-
nal grandparent"

S. E. Pomo xe-

N. Pomo ya, Chum, se', Dieg. hak

N. Pomo tea "person"

Chim. tagni-r

C. Pomo da

Ach. hak!, Chim. xok 'u, E. Pomo xote,
Ess. xulax, Sal. hakic, Dieg. zawok

18 S. Pomo ako seems to suggest Hokan *axu- rather than *uxa-, but may be
explained as derivable from assimilated *axwa- (from older *uxwa-, which owes
its -w- to preceding. u-; this labializing of older a to ua, whence Pomo o, o is
paralleled within Shasta-Achomawi by Shas. xokwa, Ats. hoki, cf. Ach. hak!).
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The distribution in Hokan of forms with and without initial vowel
is such as to strongly suggest that the alternation was characteristic
of the primitive Hokan language from which the languages accessible
to us have diverged. Whether this alternation was primarily a pho-
netic or morphological feature can hardly be demonstrated at present.
A more intensive study of the typical Hokan languages (particularly
Shasta-Achomawi, Pomo, and Yuman) is sure to yield a solution of
the problem.

The only other point of a phonological nature that I wish to refer
to is the syncope, presumably under requisite accentual conditions,
of the second vowel of a stem. Examples of this type of syncope are
found in several Hokan languages, but the process seems to be par-
ticularly characteristic of Shasta-Achomawi, though not all the lan-
guages of this group always illustrate syncope in the same stem. The
loss of the vowel regularly causes the word to end in a consonant or
brings two consonants together; these are then not infrequently assim-
ilated to each other. Examples of vocalic syncope are:

(a) SYNCOPE OF FINAL VOWEL

No. With syncopated vowel
45. Ach. es "to sing," S. Pomo ih-,

Chum. eX-
53. Kar. cak "arrowpoint," Ach. sat
55. Kar. ac "water," Ach. ac, Seri

ax
60. Shas. ic "many)

117. Kar. is "to drink"
128. Shas. oi "eye," Pomo 4li

With retained vowel
Okwanuchu Shas. isi-, S. E. Pomo xe-

Yana haga, E. Pomo xaga
Yana ha-, Shas. atsa, Moh. aha

Yana 'isi
Yana si-, Moh. iGi
Kar. yup, Dieg. iyi

(b) SYNCOPE OF MEDIAL VOWEL

No. With syncopated vowel
12. Ats. ippiu? " sinew " (from

*ipmi-u), Shas. imme (froimI
*ipme)

16. Kar. apri "tongue," Ach. ip! li,
Seri ipL

23. Ach. il'i "hand" (i.e., ill'i from
*itli)

56. Ach. actc !a-siwi "it is cold, "
Kiliwi ahhtchak

57. Shas. ak "bone" (perhaps from
*ahy[a]k)

58. Shas. dpci "liver"
76. Shas. isak "ear" (i.e., issak from

*ismak), Ach. issat, Ats. asmak,
Chontal icmats

With retained vowel
Ach. pim, Yana bdma

Shas. ehena, Chim. h-ipen, Chontal ipaL

Yana dal-la, Chim. h-itan-

Chim. xatsa, Moh. hatchu-urk

Moh. isaka, Seri itak

Moh. 'ipasa
Chim. h-isam
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No. With syncopated vowel
114. Okwanuchu Shas. ipeiiwa "tail"
115. Ats. itsmi "to sleep," Moh. ismd
137. Shas. axta "blood," Ach. axdi
169. Shas. innux "hair" (from

*isnux), Ats. naxa (from
*snaxa), Yana -elu- "head"

176. Ach. -lu "into house" (from
*-xlu)

With retained vowel
Shas. ihiwa, Kar. apuvi
Okwanuchu Shas. itsiwi, Seri sim
Dieg. axwat, Chum. aXuli-s
N. Pomo cina "head"

Yana -wul(u), Kar. -furu-k

The original Hokan forms for the stems with syncopated medial
vowel can be reconstructed with a considerable degree of confidence
as *ipami "sinew"; *ipali "tongue"; *itali "hand"; *axatc!a-
"cold"; ihyaka "bone"; *ipasi "liver"; *isama- "ear"; *ap!iwa
" tail"; *isima "to sleep"; *axwati "blood"; *isilu- (*isila-) or *isinu-
(*isina-) "head"; #-xulu "into."

Transmitted August 23, 1916.
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